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YOUNGSTOWN® DELIVERS SUPERIOR LEATHER UTILITY XTTM WORK GLOVE LENDING MORE
DEXTERITY AND HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY

New Glove Goes Above and Beyond Standard Bulky Leather Gloves in Both Fit and Safety

Dexterity or protection: itʼs no longer an either/or choice with the new Leather Utility XTTM glove by Youngstown
Glove Company®.  Designed in conjunction with linemen from Southern California Edison utility company, the goal
when creating this glove was to provide an ergonomic, comfortable and flexible fit all with the safety Youngstown
is known for.  Created with linemen in mind, the glove is suitable for a variety of tasks for which protection as well
as a high level of dexterity is needed from climbing to wiring.

“Most leather work gloves are loose and bulky and we wanted to create a leather glove in a 3-D performance
pattern to give that form-fit feel but with leather,” said Max Hackett of Youngstown Glove Company.  “The goal
was for hands to be safe as well as able to pick up and screw in small objects.”

Every aspect of the new Leather Utility XTTM glove was carefully thought through in order to provide the most
durable, flexible and comfortable pair of gloves possible.  The glove is constructed with 100 percent high-quality
goatskin leather which remains soft and supple, even in wet conditions.  The glove is sewn together into an
ergonomic, 3-D performance glove pattern allowing for an exceptional level of dexterity and deftness.
Precision sewing results in better tactility and nimbleness meaning the wearer will be able to securely and
tightly grasp objects.

Safety is pinnacle in the development of all Youngstownʼs products and the Leather Utility XTTM glove is no
exception.  The glove features heavy-duty double knuckle protection on the top of the hand, which helps to
defend against scrapes and cuts.  There is also a 2.5-inch safety cuff built in for wrist protection while climbing.

The Leather Utility XTTM glove is available in sizes small through XX large.

Youngstown Glove Company manufactures the worldʼs most durable performance work gloves.  Founded in
2002, the company has been unwavering in their commitment to quality, innovation and customer satisfaction.
Offering more than 30 performance work glove styles available in sizes small through XX large, the company
strives to exceed the demanding needs of professional workers.  Every Youngstown style developed endures
extensive testing – both in the laboratory and in the field – prior to being slipped onto customer hands.  Thorough
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testing, proven patterns, innovative materials and meticulous quality control are all hallmarks of a company with a
simple goal: to design the best working gloves youʼve ever owned.

For more information on Youngstown Glove Companyʼs full line of advanced, premium quality products,

contact Youngstown Glove Company at 28720 Roadside Drive #399, Agoura Hills, CA 91301.

· Telephone (800) 680-7177 · Or visit www.ytgloves.com.
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